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Abstract
Network measurements are of high importance both for the operation of
networks and for the design and evaluation of new mechanisms. Therefore,
several approaches exist for making network measurements, ranging from analyzing live traffic traces from campus or Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
networks, to performing active measurements on distributed testbeds, e.g,
PlanetLab, or involving volunteers. Each method falls short in offering only
a partial view of the network. For instance, the scope of traffic traces is limited to the ISP’s network and customers’ habits, while active measurements
might be biased by the population or node location involved. To complement
these techniques we propose to use (commercial) crowdsourcing platforms for
network measurements. They permit a controllable, diverse and realistic view
of the Internet and provide better control than measurements with voluntary
participants. In this study, we compare crowdsourcing with traditional measurement techniques, describe possible pitfalls and limitations, and present
best practices to overcome these issues. The contribution of this paper comprises a guideline for researchers when and how to exploit crowdsourcing for
network measurements.
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1. Introduction
The Internet has become an integral part of everyday life. Since its original design, it has experienced dramatic changes in terms of number and types
of its nodes and the running applications, so that the complexity of the system severely poses limitation to understand its behavior. In this context,
network measurements are crucial to shed light on eventual issues, supporting the understanding of arising problems, and improving system design with
the ultimate goal of enhancing the end-user’s Quality of Experience (QoE).
Measurements have to cover several technical aspects: signal strength and radio coverage on the link layer ; topology, routing and dynamic traffic changes
on the network layer, etc. For optimizing the QoE as perceived by the users,
however, application layer measurements on the end-user device and subjective studies at the user level gain more and more importance to identify
current and future network challenges and their impact on the end-users. To
this end different measurement probes are required, both within the network
to measure technical parameters and on the edge of the network to measure
the QoE of individual users for specific applications.
Currently, measurements are conducted coarsely considering (a) passive
observations of traffic in cooperation with Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
and network operators, (b) actively running experiments in testbeds, either
in isolation or connected to the public Internet, or (c) asking voluntary participants to run a measurement tool. We propose Crowdsourced Network
Measurements (CNM) as an additional methodology for researchers to complement the view and broaden the scope of previous techniques.
Passive measurement studies performed in ISP or campus networks offer
a very detailed and possibly complete view, but only on a limited portion
of the Internet. Thus, it is difficult to generalize results. In addition, it
is well known how difficult it is to access real traffic traces and the raw
measurement data are rarely published due to privacy and business issues.
Therefore, academic testbeds, e.g., PlanetLab, are available to the research
community. Their world wide located sites offer a broad but very limited
view of the current Internet. Most testbed nodes are typically located in
academic institutions or research facilities with high-speed Internet access,
and are shared among several experiments that could interfere with each
other. Hence, those measurements are not useful for quality estimation on
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the application and user levels. Furthermore, diversity in terms of devices and
Internet access is much more limited than the one typical Internet users have
access to today. Instrumenting measurements on real devices of volunteers
can overcome those limitations and provide a realistic and diverse view —
depending on the number of involved end-users.
With voluntary participants, the initial phase of user acquisition can be
especially challenging and maintaining a constant user pool to perform repetitive experiments is often hard. Moreover, it is usually difficult to run dedicated experiments exclusively for users from a given geographical location or
with specific devices, if the number of volunteers in the project is not high.
To overcome the issues of the aforementioned measurement techniques, we
propose crowdsourced network measurements, i.e., recruiting users of paid
crowdsourcing platforms to run the measurement software on their own devices. CNM can be seen as a special use case of crowdsensing, where user
devices act as environmental sensors [1]. However, in the proposed approach
we limit on monitoring to technical network conditions, but still similar difficulties to crowdsensing arise here, e.g., an appropriate incentive design or the
validation of the observations. In contrast to existing work, we do not focus
on the realization of a special measurement case, instead we focus in this
work on the general benefits and limitations of CNM. Further we point out
the challenges in realizing network measurements with crowdsourcing users
and show possible solutions, as well as best practices. The discussion results
can be used for evaluating the suitability of this measurement approach for
specific problem and the best practices help avoiding common pitfalls.
The reminder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews
general network measurement techniques. The concept of CNM is introduced in Section 3 and its advantages as well as challenges are discussed.
Section 4 discusses different parameters considered while designing network
measurements and to which extend they can be realized with the different
network measurement techniques. Further a comparison of CNM and general network measurement techniques is given here. Section 5 illustrates the
advantages of CNM using some exemplary use-cases. Practical guidelines
for conducting CNM and to avoid common pitfalls are given in Section 6.
Section 7 summarizes use-case driven research challenges to be addressed by
crowdsourcing providers and researcher to further improve the applicability
of CNM. Section 8 concludes the paper.
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2. General Network Measurement Techniques
Network measurements are mainly conducted using existing infrastructure at an ISP, in testbeds or with the help of voluntary participants. In the
following we further detail the basic principles of these approaches.
2.1. Network Measurements by ISPs
ISPs have direct access to their network components, e.g., routers and
Points-of-Presence to and thus are able to gain detailed knowledge about
their own network. This includes complete information about the structure
of the network and the traffic within the network. Measurements of application behavior are possible to a certain extent by using advanced tools that
extract information from packet traces, e.g., using deep-packet inspection
methodologies [2–4]. The amount of data that has to be processed causes
new challenges, but sampling strategies and today’s processing power allow
to scale to several Gb/s easily [5]. This type of measurement allows drawing a very accurate picture of a specific part of the Internet. The ability to
perform passive analysis using off-the-shelf hardware has made them quite
popular among the research community, where novel methodologies are being
devised to extract more and more valuable information from passive traces.
2.2. Distributed Testbeds
Testbeds, like PlanetLab [6], M-LAB [7], GENI [8], and GLab [9], consist
of hundreds of nodes on a country or worldwide scale. These testbeds allow
running distributed experiments in a well-specified environment that supports even complex measurement setups. In contrast to ISP measurements,
testbeds offer possibly a broader view of the Internet, due to the sparse
geographical location and the different Internet connections of the nodes.
Testing novel applications on PlanetLab has become the de-facto standard
in the research community. Similarly, it is popular to use PlanetLab to run
active measurements to gather information about the status of the Internet.
However, the limited and often special position of testbed nodes decreases
the generality of results.
2.3. Voluntary Participation of Internet Users
Another possibility to perform network measurements relies on voluntary
participants. DIMES [10], iPlane [11], DipZoom [12], or DASU [13] are
among the first attempts in this direction. Measurement tools have been
4

made available to the community and volunteers asked to participate in these
experiments. Unfortunately, the majority of the participating hosts turns out
to be PlanetLab nodes, with some nodes from academia and a few handful
residential hosts.
To access a broader range of end-user devices, projects attempted to ease
the installation of software, e.g., distributing plug-ins for widely used software
to conduct measurements, e.g., leveraging Firefox browser extension [14], or
distributing a plugin for BitTorrent clients [13, 15]. Providing measurements
devices to end-users as done by SamKnows [16] or Ripe Atlas [17] is another
means to access large testbeds. And finally, applications like Skype or the
streaming solution of Conviva [18] embed network measurement tools aiming
at specific service monitoring.
In contrast to paid crowdsourcing, no monetary incentives are involved
here. However, a thoughtful incentive design including, e.g., the type of
incentive and when to grant it, is crucial for motivating a large enough number of participants in a voluntary participation measurement. Some of the
projects provide incentives, e.g., access to the observed information, access
to other participating measurement probes, or improvement of the participants network performance [19]. However, these incentives mainly target
technical interested and experienced users, or other researchers. Incentive
mechanisms have to be adapted depending on the required target group of
participants and the actual measurement, causing incentive design to become
a hard challenge [20].
3. Crowdsourcing-Based Network Measurements
To complement the existing network measurement techniques, we suggest
the usage of paid crowdsourcing as an additional way to acquire results from
end-users. In this section we briefly give an introduction in the concept of
paid crowdsourcing and define our terminology used in the reminder of this
work. Afterwards, we detail on the advantages and challenges related to
this measurement technique, as well as the resulting strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threads.
3.1. General Overview of Paid Crowdsourcing
The term Crowdsourcing was initially defined by Jeff Howe in 2006 as
“. . . the act of taking a job traditionally performed by a designated agent
and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in form
5

of an open call” [21]. In contrast to outsourcing, the granularity of work
in terms of the size of the tasks is usually small in crowdsourcing, as well
as the administrative overhead is reduced [22]. Crowdsourcing and related
topics like human computation or collective intelligence [23] have drawn a
lot of attention in recent years and fostered the development of numerous
new services and application in the Internet, like Wikis, online labor market
places, or reCAPTCHA [24].
For the CNM online labour markets, or so-called crowdsourcing platforms,
are of interest, because they offer easy and fast access to a large number of
workers. These platforms act as a mediator between the employers who
submit work and the human workers completing the tasks. Crowdsourcing
platforms support a wide range of tasks. The simplest type of tasks including
image tagging or simple text transcription, are so called micro-tasks that can
be accomplished within a few minutes to a few hours. Creative tasks in contrast require a certain skill set and sometimes specialized tools. Examples are
logo design or text production. However, even complex research and development challenges can be solved via crowdsourcing tasks. Different platform
provides usually implement specific workflows to handle the individual task
types. Creative tasks offered by design platforms like 99designs [25] or research and development challenges on InnoCentive [26] are often challenge
based, i.e. only the best or most suitable solution submitted by the participants is paid. Therefore, these platforms focus on recruiting a very small set
of highly specialized workers for a task.
In contrast to this CNM tasks belong to the category of micro-tasks.
Micro-tasks simple tasks with are often highly repetitive, e.g., generating
consecutive measurement samples. On commercial crowdsourcing platforms
focusing on micro-task, like Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) [27] or Microworkers.com [28], the tasks are usually grouped in larger units, which we
refer to as campaigns. The workers are usually completely abstracted from
the employer via the platform, which handles the distribution of the tasks
automatically. However, some platforms allow directly selecting a subset of
the anonymous crowd based on certain criteria, e.g., their current country
or demographic properties. Further filtering criteria, e.g., the worker’s device, might also be available in the future, as already specialized platforms
for mobile crowdsourcing like Gigwalk [29] exist. The process of distributing via a micro-tasking crowdsourcing platform is schematically depicted in
Figure 1. The submission of the completed tasks, as well as the aggregation
of results [23] including possible quality control mechanisms [1, 30, 31] are
6

omitted in the figure.
The possibility to select dedicated participants and the mainly monetary incentives in paid crowdsourcing are the main differences to voluntary
participation. These are also the main reasons for some of the advantages
and drawbacks of this measurement technique, which are addressed in the
following.
Employer
providing work
Creates campaigns

Campaigns
consisting of identical
tasks with different
requirements on workers
Provides information about required
skills/devices to complete tasks

Crowdsourcing
platform

Distribution of tasks to qualified worker groups

mediating between
involved actors

Selection of task to work on from available task pool

Worker groups
based on devices or
geographical regions

Figure 1: Overview of the work distribution process in a crowdsourcing platform.

3.2. Promising Advantages
In the following we discuss some promising advantages of CNM, which
are later illustrated by selected use cases in Section 5. A detail comparison
to other network measurement techniques can be found in Section 4.
CNM usually only causes low costs for measurements, even for very largescale experiments. Almost no infrastructure is required to conduct a measurement, except for handling the reporting of the measurement probes. However,
the fees for the crowdsourcing platform usage and the salary of the workers
have to be taken into account.
The workers, and consequently the CNM probes, exhibit a very high diversity. Crowdsourcing workers are usually distributed all over the world,
7

allowing researchers to conduct measurements from various geographical locations and multiple ISP networks. The workers also access the Internet
using different types of broadband access technologies and a large variety of
devices, ranging from desktop PC devices to smart phones, enabling a diverse
view on the network.
This variety of real end-user devices in daily use allow measurements in
realistic scenarios. Consequently, the results are not biased by special equipment or by special high-speed Internet connections often used in research
facilities. Crowdsourcing-based probes can also be instrumented to collect
information about commonly used software on end-user devices. Moreover,
measurements on the end-user device can also easily involve the workers enabling large-scale and realistic QoE measurements.
End-user measurements are also possible using voluntary participation
approaches, however, CNM offers a better controllability of the probes. The
large variety and number of crowdsourcing workers allows researchers to chose
only a subset of workers, which is suitable for meeting the requirements of the
measurement, e.g., in terms of country of origin or hard- and software on the
worker’s device. Further, measurement tools can be implemented in such a
way that they gather exactly the required level of detail of the measurement
data without any additional censoring in a post-processing step.
Finally, the large number of workers on commercial crowdsourcing platforms offers a 24/7 workforce with thousands of workers being online at the
same time. This does not only enable large-scale measurement campaigns,
but also a rapid generation of measurement results with several hundreds of
tasks being processed within in a few hours or even minutes.
3.3. Emerging Challenges
CNM enables several new possibilities for network measurements. However, it can be difficult to adapt current measurement approaches to incorporate crowdsourcing workers, because of several emerging challenges.
The diversity of end-user devices, one of the major advantages of this
approach, can cause significant issues during the test setup. CNM probes
might differ in their operation systems (OSes), software and hardware configurations, and their network connection. This has to be considered in the
design of the measurement. It can be necessary to adapt, e.g., the duration
of the measurement or the amount of transferred data based on the available bandwidth of the measurement probes. Further, the different operation
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systems and software environments have to be taken into account during the
implementation of the measurement software.
The measurement software also has to provide means for detecting untrustworthy workers. Some crowdsourcing workers try to trick the measurement software, if they expect a gain from their action. This could be a faster
completion of the task or multiple payments for the same task. Therefore,
additional effort is required to add security checks to the software.
Another challenge that needs to be address in the test design is the coordination of the workers. On crowdsourcing platforms, the workers can decide
which task to work on. This makes it difficult to schedule measurements at a
very specific point of time. If further filtering of the workers is applied, e.g.,
for customers of a given ISP, the group of potential workers shrinks and it
can become challenging to fulfill additional measurement constraints, e.g., a
certain number of simultaneous probes.
Also recruiting workers from specific commercial platforms can be difficult
due to restrictions and limitations of the crowdsourcing platforms. Crowdsourcing platforms can roughly be grouped in platforms with specialized use
cases and platforms focusing on crowd provisioning. Specialized platforms,
like CrowdFlower [32] offer sophisticated frameworks including quality control and crowd management for a given use case, e.g., content annotation.
These platforms cannot be used for recruiting participants for network measurements at all, because they avoid a direct interaction between employers
and workers. Crowd providers, e.g., MTurk or Microworkers, provide access
to the registered workers and are suitable for a vast number of crowdsourcing tasks, but offer less quality assurance support. However, these platforms
differ in their terms of use. MTurk for example restricts tasks, like asking
workers to download and install software, or to register at other web pages,
while platforms like Microworkers do not impose such restrictions. These restrictions have to be considered while designing the measurement tools, e.g.,
by selection of an appropriate platform or designing a web based tool.
Privacy and security constrains of the worker always have to be considered, independent of the regulations of the platform providers. Running a
software tool from a unknown employer imposes a certain risk to a worker.
Therefore, users may try to use sandbox environments to run the software
or use fake identities to participate in tests that require registration. This,
in turn, can result in biased measurement results.
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3.4. SWOT Analysis of CNM
After discussing the advantages and challenges we continue with a SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis of CNM shown
in Figure 2. The large number of measurement points and the relatively
low cost for conducting the measurement are some of the strengths of the
CNM. Still, the most important benefit of CNM is the direct access to
end-user devices. This, however, is also the main reason for the weaknesses
of the approach. When using end-user devices as measurement probes, the
measurement software has to robust in the face of different hard- and software
environments, the technical capabilities of the probes might be limited in
some cases, and the experiments are harder to control.
Nevertheless, CNM open new opportunities for conducing measurement
in realistic end-user environments, especially large-scale user studies. Concerning threads, CNM results might be biased by unknown influence factors,
e.g., due to limitations of the end-user device or malicious workers. Further,
the success of CNM measurements is difficult to predict, because a successful experiment depends no longer only on technical factors, but also on the
willingness of the workers to participate.
In the next section we present a more detailed comparison of CNM and
other measurement approaches. Later, in Section 6, we detail on methods to
mitigate some of the weaknesses and threads of CNM.

• Diverse test environment

• Support for large scale measurements

• Lack of control and coordination

• Low measurement costs and fast execution
• Access to end-users devices

S W
O T
• Evaluation of realistic scenarios

• Limitations of the measurement probes and privacy constrains

• Unknown factors influencing the results from the
measurement probes, e.g., certain hardware or
software components
• Success of a measurement campaign is not predictable, i.e., workers might refuse to participate

• Analysis of end-user behaviour
• Large scale studies at low costs

• Experiment setup not suitable for crowdsourcing
tests, e.g., due to hardware or network requirements

Figure 2: SWOT analysis of CNM
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4. CNM vs. General Network Measurement Techniques
Depending on the addressed research question, different numbers, locations, and technical equipment for the measurement points are required. For
some evaluations real user feedback has to be included as well. In the following we discuss in detail possible parameters for a network measurement
setup and to which extent they could be fulfilled with different network measurement techniques. To illustrate the discussion, we use concrete examples, however, the addressed parameters are applicable to a wide range of
measurements. Afterwards we directly compare the different measurement
approaches and summarize their capabilities in Table 1.
4.1. Parameters of Network Measurements
The granularity of network measurements data is one of the parameters
that needs to be considered while designing a measurement. The granularity of the data from network measurements can vary from packet traces to
aggregated flows on a single client, e.g. to monitor application behaviour at
the end user device [33], to cumulative traffic statistics of a backbone link for
dimensioning wide area networks [34, 35]. While ISP traces allow a broadest
spectrum of measurement granularity, the large amount of monitored data
mainly requires the analysis of aggregated measures. In distributed testbeds,
packet and flow level data is available, while it is not possible to measure
backbone link utilization. The data granularity from voluntary measurements and CNM are limited by the constrains of the end-user device, because
the OS might restrict capturing certain information. With regard to the examples mentioned at the beginning, distributed testbeds and CNM would be
suitable for monitoring application behaviour at a client device, however ISP
traces would be more appropriate for dimensioning decisions.
Besides the granularity of the measurement data, experimenters also need
to adapt the layers of the network stack at which the data is collected according to the experiment. With custom ISP measurement solutions, it is
possible to measure at any layer of the network stack, because the hardware
can be fully controlled. However it is not possible to analyse application
layer data encrypted at the end-hosts. In a testbed, some network layers
might not be accessible due to restrictions of shared testbeds. In voluntary
participation and CNM, the measurement tools run on standard OSes with
their common security and technical constrains. This often limits the access
to the network stack significantly. Considering the analysis of a cloud office
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service like Google Docs, ISP measurements would enable the experimenter
to gather information on the lower layers of the ISO/OSI Model. This would,
e.g., allow for deriving traffic patterns for this service. However, cloud services like Google Docs are usually secured by via ssl connections, therefore,
it would not be possible to gather information about the user’s interactions
with the service’s web interface. These interactions can only be captured directly on the end-device, e.g., via browser plugins. Consequently, voluntary
participation or CNM could be used here.
Another important measurement parameter is the scale of a measurement. The scale can be defined, e.g., by the number of measurement points,
their geographical distance, or their distance in terms of inter-AS hops, i.e.
number of hops within an autonomous system (AS). ISP based measurements
are limited by the number of nodes available to the ISP and the operations
area of the ISP. Moreover, ISP nodes are naturally located in the same
ASes or in ASes densely connected. Testbeds can scale from a few nodes
to several hundreds, which are located at a single local site or are globally
distributed. Global testbeds generally include nodes from multiple ASes, but
testbed nodes are mainly located in research facilities and therefore likely to
be connected to dedicated broadband access networks. Measurements based
on voluntary participation can access a huge number of end-user nodes on
a global scale, which are located in different ASes. However, the scale of
the measurement, in terms of participating nodes, geographical distances
and inter-AS distances is not controllable. CNM is comparable to voluntary
participation, but provides means in adjusting the scale of the measurement
by hiring a dedicated number of participants from selected geographical locations. An example for a small-scale measurement setup could be a local
Wifi installations for interference tests. Here, the probes have to be located
closely together, which usually requires a dedicated testbed. A possible application for a large scale measurement setup is, e.g., the analysis of content
distribution networks [36]. In this case, world wide distributed measurement
probes from different ASes are required, which can be achieve with voluntary
participation, CNM, or a global testbed.
Besides a sufficient size of measurement setup also a certain diversity
of the measurement points is needed to achieve results representative for a
larger number of real network users. ISP and testbed based measurements
are conducted using servers or dedicated measurement hardware, which are
not common end-user devices. The same applies to the network access of
these nodes. CNM and voluntary participation offer a diverse set of hardware
12

devices, like end-user PCs, tablets, or smart-phones. For both approaches,
the type of participating measurement nodes can be influenced by providing
specialized measurement software, e.g., only for Linux or iOS. In the future
crowdsourcing platforms might additionally allow hiring only users with given
device specifications. Therefore, CNM and voluntary participation enable
the evaluation of device specific influence factors, e.g., on the traffic patters
of web applications, whereas ISP and testbed based measurements allow
for conducting reference measurements with comparable hard- and software
configurations.
All network experiments require control of the test environment to a certain extend. This includes the installed software tools, scheduling of measurements, and adaption of experiment parameters. Professional monitoring
solutions are available in production environments of ISPs, but it is difficult
to install experimental software tools or to influence the network significantly for test purposes. Testbeds in contrast offer a highly configurable and
sometimes fully controllable environment, where arbitrary software can be
installed and which can be manipulated according to the researchers needs.
Voluntary participants or crowdsourcing workers can be asked to install experimental software tools, but a remote control of the tools is generally hard
to achieve. In both cases, the network parameters can hardly be influenced.
The time scale of a measurement is another parameter in the design of
network measurement. It can vary from a single snapshot to a long-term
measurement, or with periodic measurements observing the change over
time. Single-snapshot measurements are possible using any measurement
technique. Long-term and repetitive measurements, however, are harder
to conduct in voluntary participation and CNM, because the measurement
probes need to remain active over a longer period of time. Repetitive measurement using the same measurement nodes multiple times are also difficult
to achieve with voluntary participation and CNM, because the availability
of the nodes it not guaranteed. In CNM this issue is diminished, as a group
workers can be hired again to redo the measurement. Using hired workers
also helps to enforce time constrains which are usually even more difficult to
guarantee in voluntary participation approaches.
Besides technical parameters, the human factor becomes more and more
relevant in network research. On the one hand, end-users generate traffic
patterns through their interactions, which can affect the infrastructure to a
high degree. On the other hand side the QoE becomes an important factor in
measuring the satisfaction of customers. ISP traces already include a realistic
13

traffic pattern from end-users, but it is not possible to trigger specific user
interactions, e.g., flash-crowds. Testbeds usually do not produce real enduser traffic, but when using synthetic generators, predefined traffic patterns
can be emulated. Using voluntary participation can help to collect real enduser traffic, but it is hard to trigger large scale behaviours involving multiple
users. CNM also offers access to realistic traffic, however, even the triggering
of flash-crowds is possible. Furthermore, voluntary participation and CNM
additionally enable direct collection of actual user feedback.
Finally, the costs for conducting an experiment have to be considered.
The costs for using ISP traces or a testbed vary based on the point of view.
Both measurement techniques require significant investment costs for the
hardware and software necessary for the measurement and test infrastructure. However, after this infrastructure is set up, the costs for conducting
measurements is relatively small. Voluntary participation and CNM require
less initial investment costs, because only a reporting system is required
where the measurement results from the probes are send to. However, in
CNM every measurement introduces additional costs for the workers’ salary
and the commission for the crowdsourcing platform.
4.2. Comparison of Network Measurement Techniques
After discussing several design parameters of network measurements individually, we now have a closer look at a direct comparison of the measurement
techniques.
Measurements performed by ISPs and in distributed testbeds are mainly
using dedicated and specialized hardware. This enables deploying specialized
measurement tools, which gather information from the network layers. Still,
restrictions are imposed either by test isolation considerations in testbeds or
by security constrains in production environments. The direct control over
the measurement probes enables long term and repetitive measurements.
However, the specialized hardware and the dedicated testbeds impose biases
in the measurements, which do not reflect end-user conditions. Both measurement techniques also fall short in providing direct end-user feedback or
information about realistic end-user devices.
Voluntary participation and CNM measurement probes are intended to
be real end-user devices. Consequently, the availability of individual measurement nodes varies significantly, as users may go offline or only participate
in a single test. Moreover, the duration the participants contribute to a measurement cannot be predicted. However, both measurement techniques offer
14

a rather realistic view of currently used end-user hard- and software, as well
as end-user network connections. The main difference between voluntary
participation and CNM is the motivation of the users. While voluntary participation is based on altruism or non-monetary incentives, crowdsourcing
workers are profit oriented. This results in different challenges when designing measurement tools. Software for voluntary tests needs to consider the
incentives, but not necessary requires security features to identify cheaters.
Moreover, voluntary tests need public relations management to a certain extent in order to build up and maintain a user base. CNM using monetary
incentives can be deployed rather quickly, as the required number of participants can be directly recruited. However, the software needs to implement
features to avoid cheating and frauds. CNM can also be used to kickstart
voluntary participation approaches, by recruiting the initial users.
Table 1 summarized the different parameters to consider while setting
up network measurements and which realizations of those parameters are
possible with the presented network measurement techniques. This overview
can be used to select an appropriate measurement technique based no the
measurement’s requirements.
5. Use Cases for CNM
After discussing the general applicability of CNM for certain aspects of
network measurements, we now illustrate CNM using examples of a few selected use cases.
5.1. Realistic End-user Probes
Network measurements are mainly performed using dedicated testbeds,
which allow a biased view, because the hardware and the broadband connections are not representative for real end-user systems. For instance, a
significant share of PlanetLab nodes is located within a “Global Research
and Education Network” [37], and the available bandwidth of the nodes and
real end-users show large differences. In July 2013, we conducted a measurement of the access bandwidth of 500 Microworkers.com users by asking them
perform a commercial speed test [38] and hand in the link to the evaluation
page. The results are depicted in Figure 3. In April 2014, we conducted
a similar measurement using the command line tool of the same measurement provider [39] on 163 PlanetLab nodes, resulting in an average download
bandwidth of 174.8 Mbps (Std.: 216.2 Mbps).
15

Technique
Requirement
Granularity of
measurement data
Measurement layer

Measurement scale

Diversity of
measurement
points
Controllability of
the measurement

Time scale

End-user
interactions

Costs

ISP Measurements

Distributed
Testbeds

Packet level to
backbone
aggregate
Any except
application layer

Packet and flow
level

Limited by constrains of end-user device

Partly network
layer, no
application layer
Global scale;
multiple ASes;
fixed size

Application layer, additional information
about real end user devices

Limited by owned
nodes; limited
ASes;
geographically
close; fixed scale

Dedicated measurement/server hardware

Professional
Highly
monitoring tools
configurable;
available;
experimental
experimental
software can be
software cannot be
deployed
deployed in
production
environment
Snapshot and repetitive; short to long-term

Realistic
Mostly synthetic
interactions
traffic
recoded in the
traces; specific
interactions cannot
be triggered
Significant investment costs, afterwards
free to use

Voluntary
Participation

Global scale;
multiple ASes;
unpredictable scale

CNM

Global scale;
multiple ASes;
scale and location
can be controlled
by hiring
participants
Realistic end-user
devices

Realistic end-user
devices; often
devices in research
networks
Experimental software can be deployed;
remote control of software hard to achieve

Snapshot;
short-term;
repetitive with the
same nodes hard to
achieve

Interactions can be
measured and to a
certain extend be
triggered

Only expenses for
reporting
infrastructure

Snapshot;
short-term;
repetitive with the
same nodes hard to
achieve, but
possibility to hire
the same people
again
Interactions can be
measured and
triggered

Expenses for
reporting
hardware; worker
payments

Table 1: Parameters of network measurements and their feasibility in different network
measurement techniques.
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Figure 3: Measurement of access speeds of end users obtained via CNM.

Even if we only consider users from America and Europe where the access
speed is significantly higher than in Asia, the average download bandwidth
of 17.21 Mbps (Std.: 24.09 Mbps) is still low compared to PlanetLab nodes.
The measurements allow two conclusions. First, network measurements performed on PlanetLab nodes might not be representative for real end-user
devices. Therefore, additional reference measurements using at least a few
end-users probes might be advisable for future measurement studies. Second, the measurement show that CNM might suffer from biases due to geographical location of the workers or their hard- and software configuration.
However, this information can be monitored and used during the evaluation
phase to normalize the results.
As a second example, we use crowdsourcing users recruited from Microworkers.com and PlanetLab nodes to measure the YouTube CDN in [40].
Most of the available PlanetLab nodes were located in the US and WestEurope, the crowdsourcing users were mainly based in Asia-Pacific and EastEurope. This reflects that the PlanetLab vantage points are overrepresented
in areas with high education density, whereas the chosen crowdsourcing platform is very popular in developing countries. The results from the measurement show that the capability of PlanetLab to measure a global CDN is
rather low, since 80% of the requests are directed to US servers. We further
analyzed the number of ASes of the YouTube servers as observed by the
Planetlab Nodes and the crowdsourcing users. Figure 4 shows the probabil17
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Figure 4: AS Distribution of YouTube servers via crowdsourcing and via PlanetLab.

ity that a server belongs to AS with rank k, where rank k is based on the
number of YouTube servers within the AS. Here, the Planetlab nodes only
observed less then 30 ASes, whereas the Crowdsourcing nodes were able to
detect more than 60.
5.2. QoE and Application Layer Measurements
As mentioned before, one of the major drawbacks of testbed and ISP
based network measurement techniques is the lack of user feedback. In contrast, CNM and voluntary approaches can be used to conduct large scale
QoE measurements of real applications. Additional measurement tools can
be deployed on the participants PC to monitor the network parameters and
correlate them with the application behaviour and the QoE. Specialized test
apps emulating a given application behaviour allow pinpointing the QoEinfluencing factors even more easily. Besides the information retrieved during
the measurement, additional details about the workers are commonly available via the Crowdsourcing platform, e.g., the worker’s country of origin.
This allows identifying additional influence factors or reducing the number
of questions to the users for collecting relevant data. We found for example
a major impact of the demographics of the users (to be more precise his
country of origin) on the perception of aesthetic appeal of web sites [41] or
images [42]. Beside cultural differences, the provided incentives and payments in those tests have to be considered [20], because they can influence
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Figure 5: YouTube QoE results from subjective user studies conducted with crowdsourcing
and in a laboratory environment.

the workers motivation to work diligently.
Furthermore, CNM can be used to replace cost intensive laboratory studies for subjective assessments, while offering a similar result quality. Figure 5
shows for example the QoE for YouTube video streaming in the presence of
stalling events during the video playout. In this case we measured the QoE
using the mean opinion score (MOS) [43], which can be determined from
subjective ratings of test participants by averaging over multiple repetitions
using the same stimulus. The subjective studies were conducted in a laboratory environment as well as by means of crowdsourcing. Both approaches
lead to the same QoE results [44].
In contrast to voluntary participation, the costs for CNM are higher,
but CNM enables a faster completion of the test. In [40], we describe a
QoE experiments with both voluntary users from social networks and paid
crowdsourcing users. While it took about 26 days to acquire about 100
voluntary testers, the same task was completed within 36 hours using a
commercial crowdsourcing platform at total costs of $ 16.
CNM and voluntary participation also offer easy means to gather information on the application layer. While ISP traces only allow indirect
information gathering of application information by analysing packet and
flow content, CNM and voluntary participation allow direct access to certain
application information direly on the end host. The same is also possible
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Figure 6: Usage of Dropbox space measured with crowdsourcing and with voluntary participation.

using test beds, however, here no real end-user interactions are available.
On example for gathering application information using CNM and voluntary
participation is given in [45]. In this study we analysed the usage as well
as the most important and annoying features of the service DropBox as perceived by the participants. To gather information about the DropBox usage,
we implemented a DropBox application using the official DropBox API to
interact with the participants’ account and a survey with questions about
the users’ experience with DropBox. In our case the DropBox application
automatically gathered all relevant meta information, e.g., the available and
used DropBox size, enabling us to collect objective information without any
possible errors introduced, e.g., by erroneous filled questioners
Exemplary results from this study are shown in Figure 6, depicting the
CDF of the used DropBox space of the participants. Other then in Figure 5,
where we have a good accordance of crowdsourcing and laboratory results,
we can see that both curves differ significantly in this experiment. This
indicates that one or both of our test groups show biases, but from the
measurement itself it is not clear which of them. However, the crowdsourcing
results are in good accordance with other measurements [46], which leads to
the assumption that the crowd-base measurement are more representative
than the results obtained from the volunteers.
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6. Best Practices
Previous crowdsourcing studies [20, 40–42, 45, 47, 48] experienced several
pitfalls and practical problems. In the following we present a set of guidelines,
which we developed to mitigate or avoid those problems.
Most of the workers neither have an education in computer science, nor
are they experienced in network measurements. Therefore an easy-to-use
measurement software is needed, because executing complicated shell commands is too complex and error-prone. In contrast, the required interaction
between the worker and the software should be kept at a minimum with an
user interface of the software being as simple as possible. This also means
that the results are automatically collected on a server to avoid that workers
having to deal with result delivery.
Moreover, the software as well as the test design has to consider limitations of the target hosts. Workers perform their tasks on a variety of devices
and OSes. They might lack administrative privileges on their computers,
for example, in Internet cafés. Under these conditions, installing software,
as well as the execution of certain shell or scripting languages might not be
possible. Therefore, we suggest using JavaScript or Java applets, as they
permit running the measurements directly within the browser of the worker.
An analysis of 558 workers from Microworkers showed that 97 % have JavaScipt enabled and 53 % have a working Java Runtime Environment. However,
the security mechanisms of the browsers prevent the execution of shell commands. Good reasons exist for this behavior, but it limits the applicability
to network measurements and workarounds have to be developed. The size
of the measurement software should be kept to a minimum, as the available
bandwidth of the end-user device is usually limited. Hence, a trade-off exists
between the complexity and the prerequisites of the task on the one hand,
and the number of successfully completed tasks on the other hand. This
trade-off has to be considered carefully during the design of the measurement campaign.
Special attention should also be paid on choosing the right crowd-provider.
There are lots of options for recuiting paricipants crowd-based measurements,
ranging from online social network and online panels to a multitude of paid
crowdsourcing platforms. All of providers differ — sometimes significantly
— in the supported types of tasks, demographics of their users [49, 50], and
their features for employers and workers [51]. In particular, the platform
access, the diversity of participants, the costs per task and for qualification
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tests, payment features, the performance to acquire testers, as well as the
integration of the measurement software into the platform have to be considered. A comprehensive overview of all available platforms is not possible due
to the large number, therefore we provide a summary of features from two
exemplary commercial crowdsouring platforms and one source of voluntary
participants in Table 2. It has to be noted that the platform implementations, as well as the features are typically adapted over time. The information
provided in the table reflects the status at the end of October, 2014.
Platform
Feature
Platform access

MTurk

Microworkers

Facebook

Only US residence is allowed to create campaigns
Mainly US and Indian workers
One cent to a few dollars (depending of the task
length)
Bank transfer, Amazon.com
gift cards
free

Support of international
employers
Mainly friends or acquaintances
free

Effort to acquire a large
amount of testers

None

Support of international
employers
International users with a
large portion from Asia
Ten cents to a few dollars (depending on the task
length)
Micropayment services, wire
card, credit card
Ten cents to a few dollars (depending on the task
length)
None

Time to acquire a few
hundred of testes
Support of specialized
participant groups

Few hours to a few days

Few hours to a few days

Worker groups can be selected by qualifications e.g.
obtained by qualification
test or overall performance,
or by given attributes e.g.
country
Forms are directly supported, more complex tasks
have to be implemented on
an own server and embedded in an iFrame

Worker groups can be selected by overall performance, special attributes
e.g. country, and deliberately formed by selecting individual workers
Only plain text descriptions and input is supported, more complex task
have to be implemented on
an own server

Diversity of participants
Costs per task

Variable payment features
Costs for qualification
tests

Integration of measurement software into the
platform

Not applicable
Free

Test has to be designed in
a joyful manner to attract
participants and to go viral
Few days to a few weeks
No direct support of grouping participants

Tasks have to be implemented on an own server
and can be embedded using
an iFrame

Table 2: Comparison of two commercial crowdsourcing platforms Amazon Mechanical
Turk and Microworkers, as well as the Facebook social network.

Depending on the specific requirements of the intended measurement,
a careful selection of an appropriate crowd provider is required to overcome
platform specific limitations. Demographical biases for example, can be overcome by filtering the participating workers or by selecting participants from
multiple platforms, e.g. Facebook and a commercial platform, to assure the
required diversity. Limitations in terms of supported tasks are harder to
solve and different implementations might be required. While some crowd
providers like Microworkers.com allow employers to pay for downloading and
installing software, this is not possible on MTurk. Browser based solutions
using JavaScript or Java applets can still be deployed here.
Independent of the crowdsourcing provider, most crowdsourcing tasks
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are performed via a web interface, e.g., showing images and providing an
input field where tags can be added. However, CNM often impose more requirements on the workers’ device or network connection, because specialized
measurement software has to be executed on the device. Therefore, not all
workers are able to complete the task, if the device does not fulfill the experiment’s requirements. Automated checks of the measurements prerequisites at
the beginning of the task can help here to minimize the time a worker spends
on a task he cannot complete. For example, consider a measurement setup
containing a Java applet. The experimenter should automatically check if
Java is installed right at the beginning of the task. In case Java is not available or enabled at the workers’ device, detailed information can be provided
why the task is not available for the specific worker. Checking the measurement prerequisites in an automatic way gives also insights about possible
issues of the task design, e.g., why most of the workers’ do not complete the
measurement. Further, detailed information about the end-user device can
also be used create personalized measurement settings for each worker, e.g.,
workers with more powerful devices can perform more test repetitions then
workers on mobile devices.
Besides a clear communication in case of errors, it is also important to
describe tasks in clear manner and simple words. To achieve that a large
number of workers can complete the task successfully, its description has
to be easy to understand. Step-by-step instructions and screen-shots help
workers to complete the task in a short amount of time. Technical and
scientific terms should be avoided. Considering the large amount of nonnative English speaking workers on international crowdsourcing platforms,
multilingual task description can also increase the completion rate of tasks.
Even if the task description is detailed and well structured, some workers
might face problems with the given task. Thus, it is necessary to provide
support for worker feedback and questions. Feedback forms, forums, or email
communication can be used for this purpose. Simple forms are recommended
for optional feedback on the task, as they do not impose any additional effort
to the worker, nor do they reveal any additional private information like email
addresses. However, feedback forms only provide a one-way communication
channel from the worker to the employer. This can be a significant disadvantage, e.g., if the workers faced issues during the task execution, which cannot
be reproduced. Email communication or forums can help here, because they
enable a more interactive communication. However, according to our experience, forums should be preferred. In most cases the majority of the workers
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faces the same issues or has the same questions. Therefore, a forum thread
can help to answer multiple questions at once or provide possible solutions
to a large number of people with a single post. Further, no private information, i.e., the email address, of the worker nor the employer is revealed.
Using the worker feedback, the employer can support the workers, improve
the task description, or modify the task design if required. In multi-step
tasks, feedback should be possible at every stage not only at the end, since
users that cannot complete the task cannot ask questions otherwise. The
employer should also monitor existing communication channels of the workers, e.g., forums or Facebook pages. During one of our campaigns, a worker
stated in Facebook that his virus scanner detected malware in our software.
The problem arouses because the software tried to access the Internet for the
measurements. A short post explaining the measurement details solved the
problem and the other workers continued our task.
However, invalid measurement results are not only caused by misunderstandings or errors in the task design, but can also be caused by cheating workers, who try to receive the payment without performing the tasks
properly. Therefore, cheat detection and avoidance techniques need to be
applied. Results from cheating workers can highly affect the results of measurements [48] and impose additional costs [31]. A defensive-task design, i.e.,
it is easier to complete the task in a meaningful manner than to find a way to
cheat, can be applied to measurements where no user interaction is required.
If user interaction is required, e.g., the worker has to access certain web pages
or videos, these interactions can be monitored [52–54] or additional validation questions [48] about contents of the visited page or video can be added
to verify that the worker completed the task correctly.
7. Future Research Directions
Crowdsourcing is still a very active research area with numerous open
research challenges. Here a distinction has to be made between challenges
arising from specific use-cases and challenges related to crowdsourcing in general. General challenges as identified by, e.g., [55–57], include mechanisms for
quality control, workflow design, motivation schemes for workers, legal and
ethical issues, repeatability of experiments, interconnection of crowdsourcing and machine clouds, as well as technical challenges. Use-case related
challenges include for example, the development of availability measures for
ubiquitous crowdsourcing tasks [1]. CNM also imposes new challenges to
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crowd-providers and crowdsourcing users, which have not been addressed
yet or are covered by general crowdsourcing research challenges. In the following we discuss some of the future research directions from a crowdsourcing
point of view, which could foster the development of CNM.
From the experimenter point of view it is imported to control the execution time of the task to influence duration of the measurement. There is
already some work [58–60] on real-time crowdsourcing, i.e., minimizing the
time between the submission of a task and its completion. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there does not exist any research on the how to implement more complex task scheduling or throttling mechanisms other then
submitting the tasks individually.
CNM, especially the measurement software on the user-device, also requires new concept to preserve the privacy of the crowdsourcing workers.
While conducing measurements, a maximum amount of information about
the worker is desired. This includes both technical parameters of the hardware, as well as the geographical location and sometimes demographic information. Privacy concerns are considered in recent work in the field of
mobile crowdsourcing [61] or in on commercial crowdsourcing platforms [62].
However, performing dedicated measurements on the application layer of the
end-user device, e.g., using browser plugins, is potentially way more intrusive and thus new ways have to be found to grant detailed information to
the experimenter while preserving the users privacy.
Moreover, CNM create the need for a further development of pricing and
incentive schemes. Current pricing schemes, e.g., [63–65] assume that a task
involves active participation of the worker, e.g., tagging and image or solving
a problem. While this also applies for CNM involving explicit user feedback,
a lot of CNM can be conducted by simply running a measurement tool in
the background. Here, new pricing schemes are requited, because the measurements might run for a longer period of time then regular crowdsourcing
tasks, but do not require any user participation. A similar research direction
was identified in [66], considering the required resources for completing a
crowdsourcing task in the pricing scheme. However, for a CNM the pricing
scheme also has to consider the duration of the measurement and should be
general enough to also consider possible user interactions.
Finally, CNM — like all crowdsourcing approaches — requires additional
efforts to transform an existing system into a crowdsource-able version and
this raises the question about the feasibility of CNM. To use an existing experiment with crowdsourcing workers, architectural and programmatic changes
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in the measurement software, as well as conceptual challenges like incentive
design and designing cheat-detection and avoidance mechanisms are needed.
These adaption impose personal costs and require additional time until the
actual measurement can be conducted. Further, the costs for the crowdsourcing workers, as well as the administration of the task including the support
for the worker have to be considered. Therefore, comprehensive cost models
are desirable to analyse the trade-off between the benefits of crowdsourcing
a network measurement and the resulting costs.
8. Conclusion
Even if CNM imposes several new challenges to experimenters, it can be
a valuable tool to achieve a realistic view of the network from an end-user
perspective. In comparison to data provided by ISPs, CNM data is not as
detailed but uses less biased vantage points, and thus offers a broader view
on the Internet. The crowdsourcing measurement nodes are more diverse
in terms of available software and hardware, however less reliable than a
dedicated testbed. This requires more effort during the development and deployment of a measurement tool, however the measurement nodes represent
a more realistic environment. Furthermore, crowdsourcing-based measurement tools enable new possibilities to monitor user behavior, gather user
feedback and conduct user level measurements like in video QoE. In contrast
to approaches using voluntary participation, the measurements can be accomplished faster and with more control of the participating measurement
points. CNM should not be seen as a replacement for common measurement
techniques, but more as an additional measurement possibility for specific
use cases. Especially the combination with existing measurement techniques
seems promising.
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